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aBstract
Self-service business intelligence is about enabling non-expert users to make well-informed decisions by 
enriching the decision process with situational data, i.e., data that have a narrow focus on a specific busi-
ness problem and, typically, a short lifespan for a small group of users. Often, these data are not owned and 
controlled by the decision maker; their search, extraction, integration, and storage for reuse or sharing should 
be accomplished by decision makers without any intervention by designers or programmers. The goal of this 
paper is to present the framework we envision to support self-service business intelligence and the related 
research challenges; the underlying core idea is the notion of fusion cubes, i.e., multidimensional cubes that 
can be dynamically extended both in their schema and their instances, and in which situational data and 
metadata are associated with quality and provenance annotations.
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iNtroductioN
Today’s business and social environments 
are complex, hyper-competitive, and highly 
dynamic. When decisions have to be made 
quickly and under uncertainty in such a context, 
the selection of an action plan must be based on 
reliable data, accurate predictions, and evalu-
ations of the potential consequences. Business 
intelligence (BI) tools provide fundamental 
support in this direction. For instance, in me-
dium and large companies, BI tools lean on an 
integrated, consistent, and certified repository 
of information called a data warehouse (DW), 
which is periodically fed with operational data. 
Information is stored in the DW in the form of 
multidimensional cubes that are interactively 
queried by decision makers according to the 
OLAP paradigm (Golfarelli & Rizzi, 2009). 
In this work, we call stationary the data that 
are owned by the decision maker and can be 
directly incorporated into the decisional process. 
Stationary data may take either operational or 
multidimensional form; in both cases, their 
quality and reliability is under the decision 
maker’s control. In a corporate scenario, the 
data stored in the company DW and information 
system are stationary.
However, well-informed and effective 
decisions often require a tight relationship to be 
established between stationary data and other 
data that fall outside the decision maker’s con-
trol (Pérez et al., 2008; Trujillo & Mate, 2011; 
Golfarelli, Rizzi, & Cella, 2004; Darmont et al., 
2005). These valuable data may be related, for 
instance, to the market, to competitors, or to 
potential customers, and are sometimes called 
situational data (Löser, Hueske, & Markl, 2008):
We call situational those data that are needed 
for the decisional process but are not part of 
stationary data. Situational data have a narrow 
focus on a specific domain problem and, often, 
a short lifespan for a small group of decision 
makers with a unique set of needs.
In some cases, situational data can be 
retrieved (for free or for a fee) in a semi-
structured form by accessing established data 
providers, such as DBpedia (Auer et al., 2007, 
cross-domain), ProductDB (productdb.org, 
commerce domain), Geonames (sws.geonames.
org, geography), or DATA.GOV (www.data.gov, 
public institutions); for instance, in DBpedia the 
structured content extracted from Wikipedia 
is mapped onto a cross-domain ontology and 
can be queried using SPARQL. In other cases, 
situational data are chaotically scattered across 
heterogeneous and unstructured sources avail-
able on the Web (e.g., opinions expressed by 
users on social networks, ratings of products on 
portals, etc.). In general, situational data tend 
to be highly dynamic in contrast to stationary 
data, which are used to address a large set of 
decisional problems and impose a slow and 
careful management. A quick comparison of 
the main features of situational and stationary 
data is reported in Table 1.
The capability of incorporating situational 
data into the decision process gives rise to a 
new class of applications which, in the context 
of BI 2.0, are often labeled as situational BI, 
on-demand BI, or even collaborative BI. In this 
paper we use the term self-service BI to empha-
size that the search, extraction, and integration 
of situational data should be accomplished by 
users through a continuous interaction with the 
application, without any mediation or interven-
tion by analysts, designers, or programmers.
As also emphasized by Gartner Inc., self-
service BI appears to be the big wave in BI since 
2010 (Horwitt, 2010). The key idea is to enable 
non-expert users to make well-informed deci-
sions when required, by letting them navigate 
information in a “surf and save” mode, mean-
ing that data can be stored for reuse or sharing. 
Among the main applications for self-service BI 
in a corporate scenario we mention brand posi-
tioning, pricing, competitor monitoring, policy 
planning, and risk management; the domains 
involved range from retail, telecommunications, 
and entertainment to finance and public services, 
such as health and transportation.
This trend also finds an echo at smaller-
scale levels, i.e., in non-governmental organi-
zations, watchdog groups (non-profit groups 
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that critically monitor the activities of govern-
ments, industry, or other organizations), Web 
communities, and even at the average citizen’s 
level. In fact, people increasingly demand open 
data (e.g., the Spanish indignados and the New 
Zealand initiative on open governmental data), 
which they need to access easily from the Web, 
to mix with private (stationary) data, to analyze 
with intelligent on-line tools, and to share with 
their peers or even world-wide.
example: Watchdog scenario
A European watchdog group monitors fishing 
activities in the EU. The stationary data they 
use to this end are the official fishing statistics 
for member states, which can be accessed from 
epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu in a sort of pivot table 
(i.e., in multidimensional form). These data can 
be analyzed by region, year and caught species. 
Now they wish to evaluate whether marine 
protected areas near fishing regions positively 
or negatively affects catches, thus evaluating 
whether EU investment in protecting marine 
areas have visible effects in terms of the volume 
of fishing catches. This requires incorporating 
and cross-analyzing situational data that are 
heterogeneous in many respects. Two kinds 
of data must be considered: (i) geographical 
data to consider protected marine areas, and 
(ii) fish population data from these marine 
protected areas. While geographical data can be 
acquired from the World Database on Protected 
Marine Areas (www.wdpa-marine.org), fish 
populations must be acquired from research 
papers. Field observations by activists taken 
for instance from the Greenpeace blogs could 
also come into play.
Achieving the decisional goal described 
above would require a long and cumbersome 
process for manually extracting situational data 
and integrating them with stationary data. The 
aim of this paper is to present the framework 
we envision to partially automate this process 
so as to support self-service BI. The typical 
interaction scenario we foresee can be sketched 
as follows (see Figure 1); each step is described 
in more detail in the sections below:
1.  A user poses an OLAP-like situational 
query, i.e., one that cannot be answered 
on stationary data only. In our running 
example, the watchdog group wants to 
compare the volume of catches with the 
observations of the same species in border-
ing protected marine areas;
2.  The system discovers potentially relevant 
data sources (i.e., sources related to geo-
graphically protected marine areas and fish 
populations);
3.  The system fetches relevant situational 
data from selected sources. In our example, 
retrieved situational data should be related 
to European countries, for several years 
and certain fish species;
Table 1. Stationary vs. situational data 
Stationary data Situational data
Form structured semi-structured or unstructured (textual)
Source DW, databases, ... data providers, portals, forums, blogs, ...
Integration at design time at runtime
Lifespan years days to weeks
Reusability high low
Availability 24h no guarantees
Reliability cleansed and certified data very variable
Quality integrity and consistency user ratings, owner ratings, freshness...
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4.  The system integrates situational data 
with the user’s data, if any. Observations 
from protected marine areas should be ag-
gregated by country, species, and year in 
order to be integrated with statistical data 
about catches;
5.  The system visualizes the results and the 
user employs them for making her decision. 
Our running example would visualize data 
in a map in order to see both catches and 
fish populations and easily determine if 
there is a correlation between them;
6.  The user stores and shares the results, either 
with a certain group only, or publicly, so 
that they can be reused (possibly by oth-
ers) in subsequent analyses. New results 
from our running example can be useful as 
a starting point to include the investment 
done by each country in protected marine 
areas and the revenue in form of fishing 
catches.
The entire scenario is strictly supervised 
by the user, who evaluates the outcome of each 
step and possibly triggers iterations to the previ-
ous steps to improve the quality of the results.
The steps of the querying process are 
discussed in the remainder of this paper. Some 
of these steps require challenging research 
problems to be solved; however, as shown in 
Section DEPLOYMENT, the overall framework 
is quite realistic. Before going into details we 
present an overview of the architecture we 
envision to support our framework and survey 
the related literature.
components and architecture 
for self-service Bi
The main contribution of our proposed archi-
tecture is the fusion cube. Different from a 
“traditional” multidimensional cube, a fusion 
cube can be dynamically extended both in its 
schema and its instances; besides, each piece of 
data and metadata in a fusion cube is associated 
with a set of annotations that describe its quality 
from different points of view, the source it was 
taken from, its freshness and estimated valid-
ity, its reliability, and so on. In our example, 
the stationary cube would be populated by 
fishing statistics, which would situationally be 
augmented by domestic regulations as well as 
field observations. We imagine the stationary 
cube to follow the traditional format of a star 
or a snowflake schema, facts or dimensions 
of which will be augmented by situational 
data into a fusion cube. These additional data 
is preferably attached as RDF (Resource De-
scription Framework) data in triple form. More 
precisely, both facts and dimensions can be 
Figure 1. Self-service BI: A functional view
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augmented by additional attributes referencing 
entities described in RDF format. In this way, 
traditional warehouse contents can be combined 
with semi- or unstructured contents as required 
by a given application.
Figure 2 shows the other components of 
our architecture. The user interface enables 
users to pose situational queries in an OLAP-
like fashion. Queries are then handed on to a 
query processor, which supports declarative 
queries and translates them to executable query 
processing code. The posed query can refer to 
a stationary cube or to a fusion cube already 
defined by another user; alternatively, the user 
may need to create a new fusion cube, in which 
case new situational data to populate it must be 
found. To this end, the data finder uses external 
registries as well as external ontologies or it just 
accesses the metadata already in the catalog as 
well as in the internal ontology. Registries can be 
complex services or just a simple search engine. 
The catalog as well as the internal ontology 
include metadata of internal data sources (the 
available cubes and fusion cubes, operational 
databases, and ETL flows) as well as those of 
already known external data sources together 
with their quality attributes.
Recently, more and more different types of 
external data sources have appeared, each with 
its specific features, its information content, and 
its providers such as opinions, reviews, annota-
tions, profiles, data from competitors, sensor 
networks and social network data, etc. (Agrawal, 
Das, & Abbadi, 2011). This huge variety of dif-
ferent and heterogeneous external data sources 
are often referred as Big Data (Cohen et al., 
2009). The most notable examples are listed 
below, together with some annotations about 
their integration with multidimensional data:
• An increasing number of data sources have 
been using the RDF data model for their 
datasets. Some works in the literature are 
focused on building DWs from RDF data 
(Niinimäki & Niemi, 2009; Nebot et al., 
2009); however, the integration of RDF data 
into DWs is still done partially and on-the-
fly, providing limited analysis capabilities 
and with strict time constraints;
• Linked data is the practice of using the 
Web to share and connect related data; 
in linked data, relationships between 
pieces of data are given a semantics and 
can be used for reasoning (Bizer, Heath, 
& Berners-Lee, 2009). Some examples 
of this are traceability approaches (Mate 
& Trujillo, 2012) and semantic tagging 
(Bizer, Heath, & Berners-Lee, 2009). The 
automatic processing of linked data and its 
combination with multidimensional data 
will presumably be a hot topic in BI over 
the next years;
Figure 2. The fusion cube architecture
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• Open data are becoming more and more 
popular, as it is widely recognized that 
certain data should often, but not always 
be freely available to everyone to use 
and republish as they wish. In particular, 
if there is no fee for these data, they can 
play a prominent role in self-service BI for 
extending the internal information content;
• Social networks allow their participants to 
interact and continuously provide data. This 
results in huge data collections that give 
precious insights about people attitudes, so 
there is an enormous interest in analyzing 
these data. Though some tools, such as 
MicroStrategy, enable social network data 
analysis, much work still must be done to 
improve the quality of the returned data 
so as to facilitate their integration with the 
internal data. In addition, legal and ethical 
boundaries of privacy must be preserved;
• The terms opinion mining and sentiment 
analysis refer to the process of capturing 
and describing the general feelings or opin-
ions of a group of people about a certain 
fact. The source data for this process is 
typically found in the Web in an unstruc-
tured form, e.g., in blogs. The resulting 
information can be crucial for decision 
making (Xu et al., 2011), but its integra-
tion with multidimensional data is still a 
challenging problem (Perez et al., 2008).
In a next step the ETL component extracts 
structure from situational data, integrates them 
with internal data, and stores them into fusion 
cubes. Fusion cubes may refer to their local 
storage for materialization purposes or RDF 
augmentations as indicated above (also see 
the section of storage for details). Finally, the 
user interface shows the results to the user by 
emphasizing their provenance and estimated 
quality. As will also be described later, the 
deployment of all these components can take 
various forms ranging from tightly-coupled 
subsystems to loosely-coupled services.
We mention that the architectural com-
ponents of Figure 2 are chosen to support the 
process steps shown in Figure 1. For example, 
the User Interface will support query formula-
tion as well as cube presentation, and the Data 
Finder together with the ontologies will be 
responsible for source discovery and selection.
related WorK
While each of the following subsections points 
to the most relevant works within the scope of 
specific steps of the process shown in Figure 
1, in this section we survey some approaches 
that are related to self-service BI in a more 
general sense.
Early research has focused on integrating 
so-called complex data (i.e., heterogeneous 
and diversely structured data from multiple 
Web sources) into decision-support processes. 
Boussaid et al. (2008) propose a complex data 
warehousing methodology that exploits XML 
as a pivot language. This approach includes the 
integration of complex data into an operational 
data store in the form of XML documents, their 
dimensional modeling and storage in an XML 
data warehouse, and their analysis with com-
bined OLAP and data mining techniques. See 
also (Zorrilla et al., 2011) for a comprehensive 
investigation of the main issues arising from 
the interaction between BI applications and 
the Web. Pedersen et al. propose operators for 
extending existing cubes with external XML 
data, including the decoration operator that 
adds a new dimension (Pedersen, Pedersen, 
& Riis, 2004) and the extension operator that 
adds a new measure (Pedersen, Pedersen, & 
Pedersen, 2008). However, this line of work 
is restricted to XML data only and considers 
neither source discovery, nor collaborative and 
data quality aspects.
Löser et al. (2008) create a case for situ-
ational BI. Their vision relies on a cloud archi-
tecture and on an extensible algebraic model for 
executing complex queries over unstructured 
and (semi-) structured data; in particular, 
unstructured text retrieved from documents 
is seen as a primary source for information. 
The process envisioned for query answering 
encompasses five stages:
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1.  data retrieval (e.g., by accessing the 
company Intranet or using Web crawlers);
2.  data extraction (to transform unstructured 
data into semi-structured data);
3.  data cleansing (e.g., to complete missing 
data);
4.  Schema generation (to give some multi-
dimensional structure to cleansed data);
5.  Query processing (based on traditional 
database operators).
Thiele and Lehner (2011) envision two 
technical solutions to support situational BI. The 
first are spreadmarts, meant as analysis systems 
running on a desktop database that are created 
and maintained by an individual or a group; like 
a normal data mart, a spreadmart includes an 
ETL stage as well as an analysis front-end, but 
with no guarantees about the quality and consis-
tency of information. The second solution are 
analytical mashups that combine existing data 
and services from a variety of sources to create 
new contents; in this approach, the traditional 
ETL process is replaced by a fetch, shape, and 
pick process driven by a single individual or 
department. In this context, migrating current 
DW architectures for supporting situational 
data can be cumbersome; in this sense, Jörg & 
Dessloch (2009) propose adapting current ETL 
tools to ensure a consistent state of the DW when 
data sources are delivered with lower latency 
(as is the case for situational data).
An architecture for collaborative BI is 
depicted by Berthold et al. (2010); here, the 
term “collaborative” is used to emphasize that 
combining social software with BI allows the 
decision-making process to be enriched with 
opinions of experts. The authors also plan to 
accommodate self-service queries, mainly by 
adopting sophisticated mash-up technologies. 
Enabling collaboration is also a goal of Cabanac 
et al. (2007), who annotate multidimensional 
cubes to model and share the expertise of deci-
sion makers. Another approach to collaborative 
BI is the one by Golfarelli et al. (2012), where 
several data marts are included in a peer-to-peer 
network; though the decision making process 
is dynamically enhanced through knowledge 
sharing, no ad-hoc integration of situational 
data taken from external sources is supported.
A platform for on-demand BI services is 
proposed by Essaidi (2010); here, however, the 
term “on-demand” means that a software-as-a-
service model is adopted, not that situational 
data can be dynamically integrated.
QuerY forMulatioN
Posing a situational query does not simply 
imply writing some MDX commands or using 
a traditional OLAP front-end, but it typically 
requires a more complex process aimed at ex-
tending the information previously available. 
In the worst case, no relevant information is 
available at all within internal data sources, so an 
additional discovery phase becomes necessary 
to trigger the query process (details below). In 
the following subsections we explore the issues 
related to both situations.
olaP Querying
A traditional OLAP session is typically com-
posed of a sequence of multidimensional 
queries, each obtained by recursively apply-
ing an OLAP operator to the previous one. 
Self-service BI comes into play when the 
internally available cubes are not sufficient 
to completely satisfy users’ situational needs, 
so either their data or their multidimensional 
schemata must be extended. In the first case, 
a query matches a stationary cube schema but 
some relevant situational dimensional data and 
measures values are missing. For instance, in our 
watchdog example, the Eurostat site could not 
initially include the instances related to some 
countries that are candidates to join the EU 
and the related values for the measures in the 
fishing activities cube. In the second case, some 
new measures and/or dimensions are required 
that are not available in the stationary cubes. 
For instance, an additional attribute reporting a 
new categorization of species could be needed 
by a query. Note that such functionalities are a 
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very significant generalization of the decora-
tion and extension operators by Pedersen et al. 
(2004; 2008).
To help users cross the borders of stationary 
cubes, a new OLAP operator must be devised. 
We call this operator drill-beyond: its main 
goal is to provide the user with an easy-to-use 
interface for specifying how and where a cube 
should be extended. Instead of simply running a 
new query on a stationary cube, the drill-beyond 
operator triggers the process summarized in 
Figure 1 (and described in detail in the following 
sections) and collects the information necessary 
to run it. The drill-beyond metaphor could be 
applied to every type of OLAP interface; in the 
following we will describe it in terms of the 
conceptual elements of a cube. We envision a 
user can drill-beyond:
• …the schema by clicking on either a dimen-
sional attribute or a fact. In the first case 
the meaning is that an additional attribute 
describing or aggregating the clicked one 
is needed. In the second case, either a new 
dimension or a new measure is needed. For 
example, the user could click on the “spe-
cies” attribute and choose an “add child” 
menu item to require that an additional 
attribute “fat content category” is added 
to further describe species;
• …the instances: by clicking on a dimen-
sional attribute to specify that additional 
instances for that attribute are needed. Note 
that the measure values related to the new 
attribute values must be retrieved, too. For 
example, clicking on the “country” attribute 
and choosing the “add instances” menu item 
starts the search of the required instances.
After choosing where the cube must be 
extended, the user must provide some additional 
information about how to extend it. Since the 
information required cannot be precisely ex-
pressed in terms of the available schema, we 
believe that, to enable maximum flexibility, 
drill-beyond should include a question answer-
ing system or it should be keyword-based. The 
main drawback of keyword search is its limited 
capabilities in returning precise answers; on the 
other hand, though some studies show that cou-
pling a question answering system with a DW 
can increase the answer precision and facilitate 
in structuring the results (Ferrández & Peral, 
2010), their effectiveness in open domains is 
still limited. In both cases, keywords and/or 
a natural language query should be provided 
by the user. For example, in our add instances 
scenario appropriate keywords could be “fisher-
man activities in Croatia”.
Since the complexity of the process 
depicted in Figure 1 strictly depends on the 
characteristics of the acquired information, 
the user could provide additional parameters 
to define a trade-off between completeness of 
the acquired data and acquisition/integration 
effort. From this point of view, sources can be 
distinguished into internal (listed in the internal 
catalog, though not available into fusion cubes 
yet) and external (listed in an external registry 
or retrieved from the Web). Limiting the search 
to internal sources could be useful to reduce the 
integration effort. Users could also be interested 
in distinguishing between open data providers 
and fee-based data providers, or even in limiting 
the search to a given provider.
Notably, though managing the drill-beyond 
operator can be complex, a recommendation 
system could significantly reduce the query 
formulation effort by suggesting possible drill-
beyond actions previously done by the same 
user or by other users in the same querying 
context (Jerbi et al., 2009; Aligon et al., 2011).
cube discovery
In traditional corporate scenarios, we can take 
for granted that one or mores stationary cubes 
storing cleansed and certified data (see Table 1) 
exist and can serve as the foundation for drilling 
beyond. However, this is not always the case; 
for instance, in the watchdog scenario, there will 
initially probably be no cubes, but only Web 
data in some (non-multidimensional) format—
a typical case for this type of self-service BI 
scenarios. The user thus only has some vague 
ideas about the possibly available data and how 
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to structure and analyze it, and the system should 
aid in transforming these ideas into a concrete 
cube schema.
Here, we must “bootstrap” the process by 
running cube discovery on selected situational 
data sources, e.g., by discovering dependencies 
among attribute values to identify dimension 
hierarchies, and by looking at cardinalities, data 
types, and data values to identify measures. For 
example, the system could suggest “Fisherman’s 
License Type” as a possible hierarchy level in a 
Fisherman dimension and “Volume of Catches” 
as a measure. Realistically, this process can be 
at most semi-automated: the user provides some 
keywords to outline facts, dimensions, and 
measures; some relevant patterns are found and 
possible results are returned to the user, who then 
either confirms or proposes alternatives. In some 
sense, this resembles the (now discontinued) 
Google Square but with a significantly more 
powerful BI-related functionality to discover 
not only simple structure in data, but also the 
much more relevant concepts of dimensions 
with hierarchies and measures. To this end we 
can build on the existing work in cube discov-
ery for various source types, e.g., for relational 
data (Jensen, Holmgren, & Pedersen, 2004), for 
XML data (Jensen, Møller, & Pedersen, 2001), 
and for ontology-based data (Romero & Abelló, 
2010); however, there is a large potential in 
further developing cube discovery techniques 
to address more of the data sources found on the 
Web and in particular to incorporate collabora-
tive aspects (see Section COLLABORATIVE 
ASPECTS for details). In any case, discovery 




In traditional BI the relevant data sources (most-
ly relational and legacy databases) are known 
at design-time, so standard ETL techniques 
can be applied to these sources to cleanse and 
integrate data for populating multidimensional 
cubes. Conversely, in self-service BI other 
(heterogeneous and possibly unstructured) 
data sources must be included in the decision 
process; these sources cannot be integrated at 
design-time since (i) by definition, situational 
queries cannot be anticipated, and (ii) most 
useful data sources (such as blogs and social 
networks, RDF data models and linked data) are 
not controlled by the user and its company, so 
their features and their availability may change 
quickly over time.
When a situational query is posed, there is 
a need for systematically analyzing the different 
potential sources of information at hand. If an 
external data source has already been discovered 
and employed by any users, its features, content, 
quality, and the ETL processes necessary to load 
it into fusion cubes are already stored in the cata-
log. The specific data required may be cached 
in a fusion cube, so they can either be directly 
accessed or be reloaded from the source using 
the ETL procedures in the catalog, depending 
on the source availability and the desired data 
freshness. Conversely, if all locally-available 
data are insufficient, new data sources must be 
discovered. In our watchdog scenario, keywords 
“Europe fish capture” could be sent to a search 
engine to search for potentially-relevant sources 
such as blogs, RDF data, or linked data; or the 
Twitter API could be used to discover if the 
hash tag (#) #europefishcapture exists.
A relevant issue related to this phase is that 
of maintaining an acceptable query response 
time while simplifying the source discovery 
and selection process. MapReduce approaches 
(Pavlo et al., 2009) should be considered for 
this task, because (i) data processing can be 
split into different nodes (each for a different 
source), thus optimizing the query response 
time, and (ii) sources can be added and removed 
without severely altering the structure of the 
whole system. This is relevant in our scenario 
as we may use a node for exploring possible 
hash tags in social networks, and then, after data 
processing, we may conclude that this source 
does not provide significant data; then that 
node can be removed without interfering with 
the nodes in charge of processing the available 
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data for fish captures. One particular example 
of this trend is the HIVE platform (Thusoo et 
al., 2009), based on Hadoop (White, 2010) and 
MapReduce, that provides analytical capabili-
ties over heterogeneous sources of data.
Quality assessment
One of the most widely accepted definitions of 
data quality is based on Deming’s “fitness for 
use” concept (Tayi & Ballou, 1998): A user can 
only assess the level of quality of a set of data 
for a particular task to be executed in a specific 
context, according to a set of criteria, thus de-
termining whether or not these data can be used 
for that purpose (Strong, Lee, & Wang, 1997). 
Therefore, when assessing the data quality of 
the discovered sources, the focus should be on 
analyzing how current data quality negatively 
affects the subsequent data analysis. A crucial 
problem here is to determine which data quality 
criteria should be considered for selecting situ-
ational data according to the use given to them. 
Even more, when dealing with both internal 
and external data sources, we should be able 
to determine a satisfactory trade-off between 
the quantity and the quality of the retrieved 
data. Thus, users should be allowed to specify 
some quality criteria to be used for ranking the 
results, such as:
• Relevance to the keywords: Standard 
criteria from information retrieval could 
be used here, taking both data and their 
metadata, e.g., tags, into account;
• Integrability: The overall quality of the 
results is higher if the situational data share 
some identifiers with the internal cubes or 
if a corresponding transcoding function is 
available. If such a transcoding is not avail-
able a semi-automatic technique should be 
adopted (Po & Sorrentino, 2011);
• Owner rating: Source owners themselves 
often rate their data in terms of complete-
ness, correctness, and freshness;
• User rating: Collaborative filtering (Her-
locker et al., 2004) or recommendation 
approaches (Hillet al., 1995) can be used 
to exploit the unbiased ratings provided by 
users, that previously acquired that data.
Recalling our running example, when the 
watchdog group acquires the observations of 
fish species in protected marine areas, credibility 
of sources must be considered for selection pur-
poses. Also, depending on the kind of required 
data analysis, different levels of accuracy can be 
allowed: e.g., the watchdog group may accept 
lower data accuracy if data analysis consists of 
a map visualization for quick and representative 
results, but writing a sound denunciation would 
require discovering and selecting sources for 
acquiring very accurate data. In this direction, 
Espinosa, Zubcoff, and Mazón (2011) propose 
a set of experiments to systematically analyze 
the behavior of different data quality criteria on 
the data sources and how they affect the results 
of a data mining process.
data acQuisitioN
Once a set of promising data sources has been 
identified, the actual data acquisition processes 
must be performed. This task is highly depen-
dent on the data source type and poses several 
challenges. In this section we discuss how 
situational queries can be reformulated over 
data sources, highlight some issues that may 
arise during query execution, and discuss the 




We call query reformulation phase the process 
of building queries to retrieve situational data. 
These queries are built according to the infor-
mation requirements derived from the queries 
stated by the user, that were already discussed 
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in Section QUERY FORMULATION, and the 
metadata of data sources, stored in the catalog. 
In our running example, a query is needed to 
retrieve the measures values in the fishing activi-
ties cube for those countries that are candidate 
to enter the EU.
The most challenging reformulation prob-
lem arises when a cube is enriched through 
drill-beyond. Through the metadata (stored 
in the catalog) of the data sources to be used, 
the user query must be properly reformulated 
against the schemata of these data sources. 
To effectively represent source schemata and 
establish expressive mappings between these 
schemata and those of the available cubes, on-
tologies or controlled vocabularies may be used. 
The work by Golfarelli et al. (2012) provides an 
example of a mapping language to support query 
reformulation across multidimensional cubes.
Reformulated queries have to be executed 
against the selected data sources. Data access 
methods are heterogeneous; from this point of 
view data sources can be distinguished into 
those that provide a querying mechanism that 
allows specific items to be selected from the 
data source, and those that only allow a bulk 
download of all the data in the source. In the 
first category we find, for example, SPARQL 
endpoints (Prud’hommeaux & Seaborne, 2008) 
that allow SPARQL queries to be executed over 
RDF data to retrieve specific RDF triples, and 
Web APIs that enable predefined queries pro-
viding results in different formats like JSON 
or XML. In the second category we find, for 
instance, published RDF documents that are 
not available through SPARQL endpoints or 
csv files for download.
Source metadata, in particular machine-
processable descriptions of available data, are 
crucial in this context, not only to reformulate 
queries but also to interpret the results obtained. 
For instance, RDF data are inherently rich in se-
mantics, especially when classes and predicates 
from well-known vocabularies such as Friend 
Of A Friend, Simple Knowledge Organization 
System, or Schema.Org are used. On the other 
hand, the descriptions of data available through 
Web APIs are usually given as plain text, making 
automatic processing of results harder.
Finally, it is important to consider that 
external data sources may impose restrictions 
on query execution (e.g., timeouts to minimize 
resources blocking or billing policies based on 
the amount of queries per day as in most Web 
APIs). These restrictions should guide the data 
finder in the query formulation phase and may 
lead, for instance, to splitting big queries into 
smaller ones or designing caching mechanisms 
to avoid redundant calls to pay-per-use data 
sources.
is this Good enough?
Usually, information retrieval techniques are 
evaluated in terms of two measures: precision, 
which represents the percentage of retrieved 
results that are indeed relevant for the task at 
hand, and recall, which represents the percent-
age of total relevant results that were retrieved 
(Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto, 2010). There 
is a well-known trade-off between these two 
measures: Recall must be sacrificed to improve 
precision, and vice versa. In building fusion 
cubes we anticipate a similar problem, but user 
interaction can help to deal with this. Here is a 
possible scenario:
1.  Initially, the system reformulates the user 
query, prioritizing recall against precision 
(get as much results as it can) and performs 
queries over several candidate data sources;
2.  Once situational data are retrieved and 
returned, the user may decide that they 
are not suitable for the task at hand (e.g., 
because incomplete or unrelated to the 
original query). The user may then, for 
example, remove a source from the set of 
candidate data sources, resolve conflicts 
that may arise from retrieving data from 
multiple sources, or state that the retrieved 
data is not enough;
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3.  The actions performed by the user in Step 
2 may lead to new queries that retrieve 
more data, perhaps more precise than those 
initially retrieved.
Another key factor here is query response 
time. A user may decide to sacrifice precision 
to obtain quicker results. If retrieved data are 
not satisfactory then she may ask the system to 
retrieve more results, instead of initially spend-
ing too much time to get results that exceed her 
expectations.
data iNteGratioN
Once situational data are selected and acquired, 
they have to be combined with stationary data 
to feed fusion cubes. One of the challenges 
here is to define mechanisms to integrate het-
erogeneous data sources in a self-service, on-
demand fashion. To this end we suggest the 
following steps:
1.  Extract structure from different situational 
data sources;
2.  Map both schemata and instances of data 
sources;
3.  Reconcile them with stationary data to 
obtain a fusion cube.
This process should be “quality-aware” in 
the sense that the user can always give feedback 
on the integration process to improve it. Once 
heterogeneous data are fused, they should be 
properly stored to be reused and shared when 
required.
structure extractors
Huge amounts of data on the Web are “structur-
able” and are good candidates for integration in 
a fusion cube. Good examples of structurable 
data are Google Fusion Tables (Gonzales et 
al., 2010), WebTables (Cafarella et al., 2008) 
and wrappers from the Lixto project (Gottlob, 
2005). There are other works that focus on ex-
tracting relations from apparently unstructured 
data sources (Bozzon et al., 2010; Löser et al., 
2011). We refer readers to Laender et al. (2002) 
for a survey on Web data extractors.
Importantly, these approaches focus on dis-
covering and extracting structured information 
assets from the Web into a plain tabular format. 
However, this is not enough in our context, 
since the fusion cubes have a multidimensional 
structure, which allows OLAP access in a way 
that comes more natural to human analysts. 
Therefore, the concepts extracted from situ-
ational data must be annotated as measures, 
dimensions, or hierarchy levels. To do so, 
domain constraints or heuristics derived from 
the multidimensional model should be used. 
For instance, in our running example, observa-
tions of one species in protected marine areas 
may appear in a table published in a research 
paper in which the quantity of observations is 
a measure represented in each cell of the table 
and the dimension is the specific marine area 
determined in the header of the table. Also the 
semantic knowledge of the specific applica-
tion domain has a crucial role for annotating 
concepts. For example, “fish population data 
from marine protected areas” is related to some 
statistical values that are likely to be related to a 
fact or its measures (due to the semantics of the 
population concept), while “protected marine 
area” could be annotated as a dimension due 
to its geographical meaning.
schema and instance Mapping
In the mapping step, schemata from both situa-
tional data sources and fusion cubes are mapped. 
Schema and instance mapping approaches are 
based on matching those elements of two dif-
ferent schemata that semantically correspond 
(Rahm & Bernstein, 2001). Although schema 
and instance mapping have been traditionally 
configured and performed in a manual manner, 
fusion cubes require their automation.
Interestingly, full integration is not required 
by fusion cubes, since data sources may partially 
represent useful situational data. In our scenario, 
“fish population data in a marine protected 
area” can be acquired from a table in a research 
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paper. Also, this table can contain useful data, 
e.g., fish size or weight. Therefore, the fusion 
cube scenario can be seen as a pay-as-you-go 
approach to integration in the sense of (Sarma, 
Dong, & Halevy, 2008) in which set of initial 
mappings are improved over time.
As in traditional data integration, schema 
elements must be matched based on clues in the 
schema and data, such as element names, types, 
data values, schema structures, and integrity 
constraints (Doan & Halevy, 2005); semantic 
knowledge from the domain (e.g., domain 
ontologies) should also be used.
To increase the level of automation, situ-
ational data sources can also take advantage of 
the previous annotations and mappings related 
to multidimensional schemata, like done by Ca-
banac et al. (2007). By using these annotations, 
several mappings between the situational data 
sources and fusion cubes can be derived. For 
example, the multidimensional normal forms 
proposed by Lechtenbörger & Vossen (2003) 
can be useful for matching purposes as they 
allow checking that every fact is based on a set 
of dimensions that determine the granularity 
adopted for representing the fact measures, and 
that dimensions are organized as hierarchies of 
levels by means of functional dependencies.
reconciling stationary 
and situational data
Apart from the important task of cleaning data 
(duplicate removal and conflict resolution), 
stationary and situational data needs to be 
reconciled in order to standardize and format 
data, i.e., data scrubbing. Recalling our running 
example, when the watchdog group compares 
volume of catches with the observations of 
the same species, units used in measurements 
should be homogenized (e.g., weight or number 
of individuals). A well-known tool used for car-
rying out these tasks is Google Refine (code.
google.com/p/google-refine/), which provides 
functionalities for working with messy data, 
cleaning it up, transforming it from one format 
into another, extending it with web services, 
and linking it to databases.
storing situational data
Once situational data have been integrated, they 
can be materialized in a fusion cube with the 
aim of being reused when required. To facili-
tate their combination with other cubes, they 
must be semantically annotated thus allowing 
users to explore new possibilities of analysis 
by composing situational sources in new cubes.
Our idea for materializing fusion cubes is 
to use an RDFS vocabulary similar to the one 
presented by Cyganiak, Reynolds, & Tennison 
(2012). By using RDF we can take advantage 
of the existing semantic Web technologies 
that make the publication, exchange, and 
querying of RDF data simpler. In particular, 
Etcheverry & Vaisman (2012) propose to define 
both schema and instances of fusion cubes as 
RDF graphs describing the multidimensional 
model (i.e., dimension instances are sets of 
roll-up functions, and fact instances are points 
in a multidimensional space, as proposed by 
Cabibbo & Torlone, 1997). This large volume 
of RDF data can partly be stored and queried 
efficiently using specialized RDF warehousing 
engines, so-called triple-stores (Liu, Thomsen 
& Pedersen, 2011). However, these triple-stores 
need to be extended to better support typical 
OLAP queries, the exact way of doing this 
depends on whether the triple-store is based 
on an RDBMS (Liu, Thomsen, & Pedersen, 
2011) or not (Neumann & Weikum, 2008). 
Since fusion cubes can be seen as an extension 
to traditional cubes, we also need a mechanism 
provide interfaces for specifying this extension: 
the drill-beyond operation as explained in Sec-
tion QUERY FORMULATION. In this sense we 
envision an extension of the drill-across OLAP 
operator to navigate between fusion cubes and 
cubes, and vice versa.
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Interestingly, fusion cubes resemble other 
“composable” artifacts, such as Web mashups 
(Yu et al., 2008), which are Web applications 
generated by combining content, presentation, 
or application functionality from disparate Web 
sources. Indeed, both Web mashups and fusion 
cubes aim to combine Web applications and 
situational data, respectively, in a value-adding 
manner.
is this Good enough?
During the integration step, a user can interact 
with the system to accept, reject, or change an 
existing mapping, or even to propose a new 
one. To facilitate this task, the proposed map-
pings must be ranked based on some similar-
ity measure that evaluates to what extent two 
elements from different schemata represent the 
same concept. On the one hand, this measure 
should be related to the cube schema so that 
two elements can be compared based on their 
annotations: A mapping that matches dimension 
d with hierarchy level h is better than a map-
ping that matches d with measure m. On the 
other hand, data quality measures should take 
semantics into account: Although the strings 
“observations” and “catches” are lexically dif-
ferent, they are likely to be mapped, since they 
both refer to a finite collection of items (either 
watched or captured).
cuBe PreseNtatioN
Data visualization is “a form of knowledge com-
pression: it is a way of squeezing an enormous 
amount of information and understanding into a 
small space” (McCandless, 2010). Visualization 
techniques in BI are typically used to highlight 
outstanding facts, tendencies, patterns, and rela-
tionships; data are presented to users mainly via 
traditional metaphors (tabular lists, pie-charts, 
etc.) with an extra touch of interaction, such 
as interactive dashboards. However, fusion 
cubes have an inherent feature that traditional 
cubes do not have: While cubes are typically 
considered to be the cleanest (error-free) form 
of data representation, fusion cubes combine a 
quality-assured part, referring to the data com-
ing from the DW, with a variable-quality part 
including the situational data acquired under 
the user’s guidance.
is this Good enough?
Since the fused data must be approved by 
the user, the ultimate “is this good enough?” 
question is raised whenever a user is about to 
integrate situational data within her report and 
use them for further analysis. Quality filtering 
for incoming data becomes a key ingredient of 
self-service BI as users must be able to select 
data based on quality-related characterizations 
(either of the data themselves or their provid-
ers). These quality characterizations can cover 
any of the quality criteria that were mentioned 
in previous steps, such as accuracy, freshness, 
completeness, reliability, or any other crite-
rion fitting under the “fitness for use” (Tayi 
& Ballou, 1998) umbrella. A catalogue with 
user-generated (alternatively, crowd-wisdom; 
in extremis, automated) characterizations for 
the quality of incoming data would probably 
help for this task. These quality characteriza-
tions for incoming data can be shown to users 
in an intuitive way and in sync with the rest of 
the representation. As typically happens in data 
visualization, the usage of the Gestalt visualiza-
tion principles for highlighting properties of 
data can be exploited to this end. For example, 
unreliable data can be highlighted in red colors 
(indicating danger), or possibly, out-of-date data 
can be depicted in smaller font size, and so on 
(Tidwell, 2006).
reuse aNd sHariNG
A main characteristic of Web 2.0 is the massive 
surge of online social collaboration platforms, 
which utilize and emphasize the fact that groups 
have greater combined knowledge and problem-
solving ability than any single individual. This 
ability to metaphorically “stand on the shoulders 
of each other” can be used to great advantage 
within self-service BI: “star ratings” for data 
sources, collaborative filtering for suggesting 
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relevant data sources or analyses, and data 
sources shared in libraries and augmented with 
annotations.
A few systems offer basic functionality in 
this direction. For instance, Google fusion tables 
(Gonzalez et al., 2010) offers cloud-based stor-
age of basic relational tables that can be shared 
with others, annotated, fused with other data 
with standard operators, and finally visualized. 
The illo system (illo.com) allows non-business 
users to store small cubes in a cloud-based 
environment, analyze the data using powerful 
mechanisms, and provide visual analysis results 
that can be shared with others and annotated. 
However, there is further potential for general-
izing and extending the collaborative aspects 
of BI, taking into account more powerful data 
semantics and advanced types of collabora-
tion. In the following we discuss collaborative 
aspects for each of the phases described in the 
previous sections:
• Collaborative query formulation: At 
this stage the user is formulating a query 
against an existing cube, extended with 
a keyword-based search for situational 
data. The system can take advantage of the 
previous actions of other users in the same 
or similar cases, e.g., suggesting “popular 
queries” related to the data or Amazon-like 
“users who looked at this dataset asked 
these queries.” A more long-term approach 
is to publish the data for commenting, and 
getting the user community to give sug-
gestions for what to do with specific data. 
Finally, collaborative cube discovery is 
also possible: the decisions of other users 
on how some (non-cube) source data has 
been translated into measures and dimen-
sions with hierarchies can provide valuable 
guidance for subsequent users;
• Collaborative source discovery: Here, 
the issue is not only to find data, but even 
more to find relevant data of high quality. 
Tags provided by other users can help 
determine the exact content of sources and 
“star ratings” of data sources can help in 
choosing the source with the best quality. 
Ratings can also more generally be used to 
provide recommendations for data sources;
• Collaborative data acquisition: Once 
sources are discovered, the actual data must 
be acquired. An interesting aspect here is 
what to do if the desired data are not (yet) 
available online. The community can be 
asked for data; concretely, an open, shared, 
cloud-based database, such as Freebase 
(www.freebase.com), could be established 
where others can upload desired data to 
be used by the whole community, i.e., an 
extension and generalization of the concept 
of crowd-sourcing as recently suggested by 
Franklin et al. (2011);
• Collaborative data integration: The data 
integration task is often the most difficult 
in BI projects, and can benefit the most 
from collaboration. For example, a user 
might want to add a location dimension to 
the fusion cube. Building it from scratch, 
filling it with data, and specifying all rel-
evant hierarchies is a daunting task, but 
it is quite likely that others have already 
accomplished (large) parts of it, and 
subsequently shared them. Ten relevant 
location dimensions could be available; 
which one to pick depends on the best fit 
to your data (e.g., coverage of the whole 
world and not just Europe) in combination 
with good “star ratings” and additional 
“ground truth” provided by collaborative 
ontologies or even Wikipedia. Similarly, 
(definitions of) measures can be shared. 
Another traditionally hard task is data 
cleansing; here, procedures for specific 
data (such as de-duplication of names and 
places) can be shared and reused;
• Collaborative data presentation: Query 
result presentation can also benefit from 
collaboration, building on existing works 
within the so-called meta-morphing for 
BI analytical frontends (Middelfart & 
Pedersen, 2011) that combine knowledge 
about the multidimensional schema with 
knowledge about the historical behavior of 
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the current and other users. For example, 
based on the previous choices of other 
users, the system may learn which types 
of charts are relevant (popular) for what 
data. However, the existing work must be 
significantly extended and generalized to 
cope with the much more diverse data and 
user universes imagined for our scenario.
dePloYMeNt
We now describe how we envision a deploy-
ment of fusion cubes, thereby indicating that 
our vision can be realized without extraordinary 
effort. Indeed, there are already various archi-
tectures that do similar things. For instance, 
Google Squared (which is now discontinued) 
has combined information retrieval, text extrac-
tion, and query processing. The Stratosphere 
project (www.stratosphere.eu), which explores 
the power of massively parallel computing for 
complex information management applications, 
tries to combine all those components relevant 
to fusion cubes at query time. Another relevant 
project is Asterix at UC Irvine (asterix.ics.uci.
edu), a scalable parallel platform for semi-struc-
tured data management described by Alsubaiee 
et al. (2012). There are essentially two extreme 
alternatives for deploying our system, namely 
tightly-coupled and service-based, which are 
described next.
tightly coupled deployment
The first implementation option is a tightly 
coupled, in-house architecture. In this case, 
all components are deployed locally and con-
nected together. This is straightforward for the 
right-hand side components of Figure 2 (the 
“inside”), while it is challenging for the left-
hand side components. To gain some control 
over them, external registries as well as ontolo-
gies can periodically be crawled, looking for 
potentially interesting nuggets of information, 
changes, or additions. When something is found, 
an (incremental) ETL process is triggered to 
bring these data into the fusion cubes through 
quality evaluation, cleansing, and transforma-
tion stages. The corresponding metadata are 
added to the catalog, making the information 
available to users.
Besides making on-line querying feasible, 
the main advantage of this kind of implemen-
tation is that control is gained not only over 
availability, but also over the quality of external 
data. On the one hand, it can be measured, while 
on the other it can be improved upon (possibly 
off-line). From a user’s point of view, the internal 
catalog contains more metadata than that in the 
original registry, and since external data are not 
under our control (i.e., they can change, or even 
disappear), by taking a snapshot non-volatility 
can be guaranteed. Moreover, extraction pro-
cesses can be reused, resulting in optimizing 
the usage of resources (i.e., bandwidth to bring 
data from the original source, as well as CPU 
consumed by the ETL component). Efficiency 
is also improved by the coupling mechanisms 
between components (either internal or external) 
because, being ad-hoc, they can implement 
specific protocols instead of generic ones.
On the disadvantage side, dedicated storage 
devices are needed to store the snapshots taken 
from the external sources. Since we assume 
that user needs are quite unique and situational, 
knowing them in advance is unlikely, resulting 
also in a certain waste of resources. However, 
as shown in Figure 2, our architecture provides 
for this. Alternatively, we could bring only the 
metadata and location of the external source into 
the catalog. This would save not only disk space, 
but also the difficulty of dealing with updates in 
the external data (which now become volatile). 
In this case, the ETL process is always triggered 
at query time (either over the original source or 
its local copy), but applying relatively complex 
line cleansing algorithms is unrealistic.
service-Based deployment
At the other extreme, deployment can also 
be based on loosely-coupled services. In this 
case, provisioning anything in advance is not 
needed, which is quite appropriate in this envi-
ronment because of the unpredictable workload 
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and resources consumed by analyses, and we 
dynamically find a provider for the data, soft-
ware, and infrastructure we need. This would 
probably impact response time, but will give 
users a chance to do without mediation or 
feedback loops:
• Consuming data as a service is a must in 
our envisioned system, since answering 
situational queries requires finding a pro-
vider for the data not available internally. 
Having a true registry (not only a search 
engine) of potential data sources and some 
Web service interface would be the most 
appropriate choice to be able to automate 
the process to some extent (AbuJarour, 
Naumann, & Craculeac, 2010). For ex-
ample, it is not possible to access data in 
the deep Web with simple search engines; 
in this case, the provider should register the 
source and describe its contents, so that it 
can be easily found;
• Consuming software as a service (SaaS) 
provides location independence and dy-
namic discovery not only of the above 
mentioned external registries, but also 
of data cleansing tools or other services 
that could help users to find, choose, or 
transform the data. Deploying the system 
by means of SaaS would also make its 
management and evolution more flexible. 
Another important characteristic we would 
obtain is a broad network access to all com-
ponents. Finally, a business opportunity 
could be generated by offering in-house 
components to external consumers. On 
the other hand, working with a fixed set 




During the past decade, the acceptance of in-
formation technology has arguably been faster 
than ever. Resources that were only available to 
large organizations are now offered to anyone 
online as software (SaaS). Simultaneously, the 
Web keeps on growing as a tremendous source 
of information. In this context, end-users should 
be able to integrate both private and situational 
data and analyze them without any direct help, 
a process we term self-service BI. We even 
envision a time when users will be able to do 
this from a small pocket-size device.
In this paper, we presented our vision of 
what self-service BI shall be in the near future, 
which challenges it poses, and what can be done 
to meet these. We detailed how the classical 
data warehousing process shall be comple-
mented with search engine-like querying (the 
drill-beyond OLAP operator), external data 
source discovery and selection, and on-demand 
ETL and data storage. This process shall be as 
transparent and accessible to the average user 
as possible, and a collaborative aspect can be 
present in each of its steps. We also outlined 
an architecture, centered on the idea of fusion 
cubes, to support our vision.
Although some technologies already go 
part of the way toward self-service BI, such 
as applications that make the exploitation of 
structured data very easy or cloud BI solutions, 
most of them are still aimed at BI specialists 
and many research challenges remain:
• It will be interesting to investigate to 
what degree more advanced data model 
and query algebra, with associated query 
processing techniques, can empower the 
concept of fusion cubes. A more advanced 
data model should mix the superior analy-
sis capabilities of multidimensional data 
models with the flexibility and generality 
of semi-structured data models, while bor-
rowing useful concepts from the semantic 
Web. It will also be interesting to develop 
a cloud-based fusion cube deployment 
infrastructure with support for these fea-
tures, which, when customized to meet the 
high performance requirements of certain 
application scenarios, constrains the suit-
ability of some hardware platforms and the 
efficiency of algorithms;
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• As in most cloud-based applications, 
various security and privacy aspects must 
also be dealt with, including a simple and 
easy-to-use mechanism for balancing data 
privacy and data sharing in fusion cubes 
that can act as a privacy shield for non-
technical users when dealing with sensitive 
data. Some users or members of a group 
of users may indeed want to provide data 
for a given analysis and share the results, 
without necessarily disclosing source data 
publicly or even to other group members. 
Web data availability on the long run, the 
assessment of data and/or data sources, and 
digital rights management issues must also 
be dealt with;
• Collaborative intelligence features re-
quire a formal foundation and associated 
techniques; many features will have to be 
seamlessly hidden by user interfaces, e.g., 
ETL, OLAP and linguistic tools, to make 
self-service BI usable by non-specialists;
• Finally, from a financial point of view, we 
need a novel pay-as-you-go payment model 
for fusion cubes that allows the tradition-
ally huge startup costs for a BI system to 
be amortized both over the users sharing 
data, and over time.
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